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Machine Inc. Announces Merger with Tri TechMachine Inc.

Machine Inc. and Tri TechMachine Inc. merge combining engineering and machining expertise
to the aerospace and other technology markets. Their combined services provide the highest
quality of multi axis machining, Swiss screw machining, CNC turning, aluminum machining,
manifolds, and assembly.

(PRWEB) December 06, 2011 -- Richard Mileika, President of Machine Inc., is pleased to announce that Tri
TechMachine Inc. of Canton, Massachusetts has merged with Machine Inc., Stoughton, MA. For more than 30
Years Tri Tech has specialized in high tolerance lathe and millwork, and has been a quality supplier to
aerospace companies, such as Lockheed Martin, where it is a certified supplier of machined aerospace
components. Tri Tech has maintained a 100% rating on quality and delivery with Lockheed for many years.
Founder and owner, Hans Pohlmann and his son, Hans Pohlmann, Jr. will remain as principals in the merged
company. Tri Tech brings to Machine Inc. a high level of engineering expertise in manufacturing components
for aerospace and military defense. It also supplies the company with expertise in multi axis machining. The
merger will give Machine Inc. a competitive advantage in markets where very high quality is demanded.

"With a synergistic philosophy and approach to business, Machine Inc. and Tri Tech have both maintained a
high standard of quality, consistency and cost effectiveness," according to Milieka. Machine Inc. improves
efficiency and manufacturability by providing expert technical advice on component design, manufacturing
processes, inventory management and more. The company’s state-of-the-art equipment and adherence to strict
manufacturing, verification and documentation standards ensure parts are flawless, produced on time and meet
precise specifications and needs. The merger of Tri Tech Inc. and Machine Inc. brings additional state of the art
multi-axis machines, increased engineering capacity, and significant expertise in servicing aerospace, defense,
medical, and technology markets.

Machine Incorporated has built a reputation as a CNC machining source that is dependable in both product and
customer service. Machine Inc. provides its customers with a wide range of machining services that provide a
one stop source for many component and assembly demands. Machine Inc. provides CNC turning, Swiss screw
machining, high speed drilling, aluminum machining, and mechanical assembly. They can combine all these
services and offer “just in time” delivery or “ship to stock” based on a customer’s annual requirements. In
addition to these services Machine Inc. will bring to Tri Tech customers, the capability of Kanban inventory
systems, and they are one of the few firms to use Ultriva for optimizing and automating their clients' inventory-
control processes. For more information on Machine Inc., visit their website at machineinc.com .
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Contact Information
Richard Milieka
Machine Inc.
http://www.machineinc.com
781-297-3700

Bob Grant
Grant Marketing
617-796-0186 1115

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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